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This is the official newsletter of the CSAA, where we document the activities of the Association over the past
12 months. As we strife to keep our membership informed and involved, let us reflect on the wonderful work
we have accomplished while CSAA continues to grow in stature and achievements.
In our 21st year since inception, we continue on our mission to support the school in Monrovia. We are proud
of the projects we have undertaken over the year to enhance the educational experiences of the current
student body. We understand the connection we have to the legacy of the wonderful school from which we
have realized so many gifts in knowledge and fellowship, real or intangible. We also continue to applaud
individual efforts of members in their everlasting commitment to the cause we have inherited as others have
before us.
In this edition we outline our collective activities for the year with reports on the financial snapshot of our
organization as well as the Educational Foundation. You also have the opportunity to take in the reports from
last year's Maryland Convention and the Archbishop Francis Awards, as well as vibrant pictorials of Alumni
members and friends reconnecting for a greater cause.
We applaud the continued efforts of our class groups and the consideration and contributions they put to our
larger organization. We extend our peace and love to the Zodiacs (class of '84), Corchas ('83), Cougars ('85),
Vikings ('86), Atinas ('87), Alawahs ('88), Ogangs ('89) and other classes who continue to show their support.
As always on the first weekend in every August, CSAA will host its annual convention for 2017. This year we
are back in the city of Atlanta where we have some of our most memorable gatherings. We encourage you to
join us in ATL and continue to support our activities in the name of education and empowerment for the ones
who come after us.
We thank the current leadership of Charles Dennis, Theola Gibson, Joyce Sakor, George Okyne and Tanya
Debblay for the work they continue to do for our Association. Now as we pivot to new leadership, we reaffirm
our commitment to keep growing in strength and influence as we further the name of Cathedral…
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Message from the National President

Fellow Cats,
Another reunion has come and gone – all my gratitude goes
to the DC Metro Chapter for a job well done. We all know
how much work and personal sacrifice goes into planning
and executing to make a reunion as successful as ever.
As we look forward to Atlanta in 2017, I am excited because
Atlanta has always worked hard and produced a great
convention; so to my ATL crew, I am counting on you.
I was fortunate to have spent some time at Cathedral School
over the holidays in Liberia. My overall impression was
good, and I must say that Principal Jallah and his assistants
are doing very well. I saw firsthand all the projects we have
funded: bathrooms, water coolers, laboratories and the
basketball court. Our contractor on the ground, Mr. Martin
Coleman, and his employees at Reliance Construction did a fine job! The bathrooms look great. Remember however that
Cathedral is built in a rocky area (Snapper Hill), so we continue to deal with water issues but remain committed to annual
funding of water supply for the reservoir and other needs. The integrity of the reservoir at the school has also been a key
concern of ours over the years and will remain so.
One other matter that was brought to my attention is regards to electricity. Currently the school is on LEC but there is a backup
generator. This generator currently sits by the church and the church has complained about the noise from the generator
disturbing mass. So the school is in the process of building a guardhouse to relocate and store the generator next to the old
building. That project comes with rewiring and is therefore pending.
I also met with Catholic Education Secretary
Rev. Fr. P. Sumo-Varfee Molubah and had a
very good conversation. He is still fighting to
stop cars from parking on the basketball
court, but it has been very difficult since the
church also uses that entry point. The street
parking space he was able to secure from the
government is unfortunately being used by
employees of adjacent entities and there is no
security to prevent that. By the time church
staff arrives in the morning, they are forced to
go back to business as usual which is parking
on/close to the court.
The Catholic Education Secretariat is
investing significantly in all functioning
schools including Cathedral. They have about
40 new computers in the computer labs (one
in each building) at Cathedral. Fr. Varfee
praised our Alumni Association for being its
only true partner when it comes to helping
kids with education back home; that made me proud. I was also presented with a “Thank You’ card by a senior student who
told me how very much they appreciated how we never turned our backs on them.
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Message from the National President cont’d

More than ever, we need to be encouraged about our efforts in Liberia. We are a blessing to those kids and you can see in their
eyes how much they appreciate CSAA. They all want to be like us one day. My fellow Cats, we may think we are only educating
but let me tell you we are making a significant contribution to the moral faculty of those students. Our donations also teach
them not be selfish, not to think only of themselves but to always share. That is invaluable.
Thanks to each and every one of you for making me a very proud President. All my love and God bless.

T HIS IS THE WRITING OF A K-1 STUDENT I WAS VERY PROUD OF
_______________________________________________________________________________________

Condolences
Our deepest sympathies to the
families of our members who
departed over the past year.
We also share in the pain of our
members who lost loved ones
during the same period.
We want to express our
condolences and let you know that
our thoughts are with you always
and forever.
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 Visit of the National President to CCS in Monrovia
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 The National Financial Report
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 Maryland Convention Reports
My Amazing Time at Cathedral High School Reunion
By Spencer Biah
I had a wonderful opportunity this past August to attend Cathedral High School reunion. Mind you, although the school reunion has been
going on for almost twenty years, this was my first time attending. The simple reason for my non-attendance over the years is that I was
actively serving in the US military for twenty years
and my schedule never afforded me the opportunity
to attend. I retired from the US military in October
2015 and planned to attend the next reunion.
Cathedral High School Reunion 2016 presented the
perfect opportunity to fulfill my wish. My
attendance was predicated on two reasons:
 To Reconnect with Old Friends – A high
school reunion is one event in one’s life that offers
the opportunity to reconnect with individuals who
were an important part of your formative years.
Although Social Media mediums have made it a
little easier to connect with former friends, let’s be
honest, pictures and messages posted on someone’s
page do not really convey that true connection. The
simple reason is that Social Media do not allow you
to have real connections. Seeing pictures on
Facebook is not the same as meeting in person to
reminisce about eating Lebanese bread and
mayonnaise at Jalloh shop or talking about the epic
dance competition between Michael ‘Cherish’ Chea
and myself. My attendance at the reunion meant
that I would get to do these things. I saw this
reunion as an opportunity to have fun re-connecting
with old friends.

RAYMOND NAH , AGNES WREH-BROWNE AND SPENCER BIAH (FAR RIGHT )

 To Network – Another reason for me wanting to attend the reunion was to identify opportunities to network. It is no secret that
Cathedral High School has produced many professionals who are at the forefront of their respective industries. These alumni include doctors,
lawyers, bankers, etc. As a recently retired military officer, I saw the reunion as the ideal event to meet other professionals within a social
environment. The cool part of networking with this group of professionals is that we all have something in common. The fact that we are all
members of the Cats Kingdom would make it a little easier to network. The chance to reconnect with friends from yester years and catch up
on professional changes in their lives was an excited thought.
The 2016 Cathedral High School reunion occurred in the State of Maryland. The events for the weekend included Meet and Greet night, the
Parliamentarian Session, Ball, and church service on Sunday. Overall, I had the most amazing time attending different events. It was even
more amazing seeing old friends and meeting new ones. The cool thing about the reunion is that I had the opportunity to interact with folks
from classes before me and those that came after me. It was such a unique experience to see the interaction between the different groups. We
were all able to get past whatever differences because we had one thing in common: Cathedral High School.
For the record: I did beat Michael Chea in the dance competition at 1:30 PM in the 11th grade classroom next to the library. The date was
October 25, 1989. Just wish we had Instagram, Youtube or Facebook back then. That could have been my path to Dancing with the Stars. Yes!
Despite my many accomplishments: Graduating Summa Cum Laude, multiple combat deployments to Iraq and Afghanistan, two-time Bronze
Star recipient, etc.; beating Michael in that epic dance competition remains one of my crowning achievements. So Michael meet me at
Cathedral High School in Atlanta this year if you want a rematch. This time it will be posted on all Social Media outlets for the world to see.
My utmost thanks to the Alumni Association, organizers, and everyone for such an amazing weekend. Looking forward to seeing you all this
year in Atlanta!
Spencer Biah (US Army Retired)
Chief Executive Officer
Daggers Group of Companies, LLC
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Maryland Convention in Pictures
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Maryland Convention in Pictures cont’d
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 Report from the Cathedral School
Educational Foundation
by Robert J. Schwarz, Chair

It's 2017, and it dawned on me recently that this coming August will
make 40 years since I left Liberia. In some ways, it seems just like
yesterday, but on most ways I feel like I never really left. Liberia is
lodged snugly in my heart.
For half that time, I've been the chair of the CSEF, brainchild of
Fonati Koffa, our first President. When the alumni association was
formed, I was just happy for the chance to get together with my
former students. But when President Koffa named me chair,
especially at a time of turmoil in Liberia, it gave me a chance to
share what was in my heart.
Over the years, with the help of the committed group of Cats alumni
who make up the Board of the CSEF, we've managed to provide a
whole lot of support to Cathedral Catholic School. And I've asked
you--and friends and family--for help as well. That assistance has
enabled us to partner with the Archdiocese and the school
administration to restock two robust libraries, improve the science facilities, train the faculty, refurbishment the basketball court, and provide
sanitation equipment for the Archdiocesan schools under threat from the Ebola virus, among other things.
This year has been no different. We have raised the bar for the Sister Rose Gabriel Scholarship Program, providing $10,000 worth of scholarships, as
well as having 3 other students sponsored by individuals in memory of their loved ones. With the water system of the city still dysfunctional, we
continue to provide water and sanitation supplies for the school.
But the big deal was furnishing the funds for the rehabilitation of the bathroom facilities and science lab. Discussions and vetting of this major project
began in early 2015, with final completion of the work successfully performed by the Reliance Construction & Maintenance Co. in November 2016.
Not only were the bathrooms in the old and new buildings completely overhauled, but a new bathroom facility was installed in the Principal's Office as
well (see photos). Thanks in part to a contribution made by the Sapient class at the 2016 Convention, work completed in the science lab included the
installation of 2 new air conditioner systems. The entire project cost a total of $18,292.
Well, why fix the science lab if there's nothing going on there? We made sure that would not be the case by purchasing and shipping an assortment of
science equipment, supplies and educational DVDs to the tune of $5,355. In addition, we provided funds for the acquisition of chemicals in Liberia
that could not be shipped from the USA.
Each January it falls to me to send out letters to our donors for their tax records. I got off light this year, which is not the way we want it to be, with
only a handful of letters to send. But that is because the bulk of our donations this year came from the increasingly terrific Archbishop Michael
Francis Awards Dinner run by the New York Chapter. This past September, the highly successful gala celebrated and recognized the distinguished
achievements of Harven V. Deshield, Ph.D., JD (CCS 1988 graduate), Michael K. Gray, Katie Meyler, and Maureen Sieh (CCS 1984 graduate). Thanks
to this event, we received a check for $12,000 from the New York Chapter.
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 Report from the Cathedral School Educational Foundation Cont’d
Finally, my first principal from Cathedral and an earlier honoree at the Archbishop Michael Francis Dinner, Sister Mary Laurene Browne, had
provided us with two quilts to help raise funds. One was raffled by our National Fundraising Chair, and the other was won in a silent auction
at the Archbishop Dinner. The two quilts brought in a total of $2,025. Thank you, Sister Laurene!
What next? Please come to the plenary session in Atlanta for our annual report to learn more. As mentioned, we're in a partnership with those
on the ground in Liberia, but we're also in a partnership with you--our alumni and our supporters. (And, as a reminder, financial support is
never out of season.)

 The Completed Bathroom Project
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 The Updated Science Lab

 The New Principal’s Bathroom
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 Education Foundation Financial Report
CATHEDRAL SCHOOL EDUCATIONAL FOUNDATION
HERE'S HOW WE'VE SPENT YOUR MONEY

1996 - 2017 (January)

Funding from National
Other Fundraising
Archbishop MKF Awards Dinner
Donations
Dividends & Interest
Total Income

Scholarships
Infrastucture
Science Lab
Ebola Relief/Prevention
Educational Supplies
Teacher Training
Water Assistance
Computer Labs
Equipment & Supplies
Awards/Certificates/Sports
Total Spent at CCS

Income Received Inception-to-Date

Jan 2016
to Jan 2017
$
5,500 $ 135,007
1,876
73,624
12,000
55,579
4,258
40,632
235
1,662
$ 23,869 $ 306,504

$

10,345
18,292
5,990
2,000
500
854
$ 37,981

$

$

$ 35,500

Funding from National

Other Fundraising

Archbishop MKF Awards Dinner

Donations

Dividends & Interest

1%
13%

92,995
36,864
22,244
15,700
13,072
12,393
13,867
11,653
10,847
9,119
$ 238,756

44%

18%

24%

Spent at CCS Inception-to-Date
Shipping & Operations
Net Deficit
Cash on Hand @1/31/17

444

$ (14,557)
$ 32,248

Scholarships

Infrastucture

Science Lab

Ebola Relief/Prevention

Educational Supplies

Teacher Training

Water Assistance

Computer Labs

Equipment & Supplies

Awards/Certificates/Sports

Notes:
(a) 2016 Y TD Other Fundraising includes $1,775 raised
from the Foundation 2016 Raffle.

5%

4%

5%

(b) 2016 Y TD Infrastructure represents total cost of the
Bathrooms & Lab Rehab Project completed at the
school in Monrovia.

6%
39%
5%
5%
7%
9%
15%
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 The EHS/20women Water Project
Founded by scientist Consuelo Cruz in 2012, 20women is a mentoring partnership for high school students at Eisenhower High School in
Decatur, Illinois, USA. African- American High school girls, work with mentors for social and educational mentoring, annual science
projects and poster presentations. This year, the program science topic is “Water Is Life”. EHS students share an environmental
curriculum with students from Cathedral School in Monrovia, Liberia emphasizing the importance of water filtration and sanitation.
Cathedral students Rackie Clark, Benita Kpankpala, Anita Kpankpala, Lawrence Gibson and Princess Ola communicate by Skype and
hope to maintain a reverse osmosis filtration system at their school after learning about water biology and chemistry from Consuelo Cruz
and Cathedral (Liberia) alums, James Nathan/ Fr. P. Sumo Varfee.




Science education pertaining to water contamination.
To explore water sanitation/ purification methods.
To facilitate relationship building/ problem solving between American (predominantly, African- American) and African
(Liberian) students.



If you are interested in mentoring, donating water purification equipment or expertise, please email
greenlightgarden@yahoo.com .

C ATHOLIC E DUCATION S ECRETARY R EV . FR . P. SUMO-V ARFEE AND C HEMISTRY TEACHER R OBERT M ARRAH WITH S TUDENTS
__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

 "Mr. Robert, 40+ Exceptional Years"
By Cecelia D. Cooper

At Rocky's 70th birthday, I said that he made learning fun. His
response was "really"? I answered yes. Rocky or "Mr. Robert" as
we called him then was different from most of the other teachers.
And it was not because of the color of his skin, which is obvious. It
was because of his approach to teaching. He made you look
forward to his classes.
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 "Mr. Robert, 40+ Exceptional Years" Cont’d
There was always something new - whether it was the fun stickers he put on your test paper or the little gift he gave you when you "earned" it
by doing your homework or passing a test, or the honor of sitting on 1st or 2nd row because you had excelled in your lessons. He always came
up with something new. English was about more than the language itself. It was about using it to communicate well and properly. Reading
took you a world away and Math was not only for the boys. Girls could understand and love Math just as well. And we learned a little
Geography by singing his Liberian version of "This Land is Your Land". Anybody remember that? He tied all these subjects together in
various ways to make us better students.
Rocky cared not only about our grades but about our lives outside the classroom. Whether he knew your parents or not, if he could, he
somehow got to talk to them to ask how they were doing and to tell them how you were doing in school. So you tried to do good so there
would be no bad report when that happened. If you had a sibling attending the school, he knew who they were. It seemed he knew all about
you in a good way. Because knowing about you somehow helped him to help you.
Rocky left the comforts and familiarity of his home and family and joined the Peace Corps, he says, because of his mom and her desire to help
others. I say he stayed because of his heart. He fell in love with a country and people and became a part of the culture and lives of many and
he continues to give to his adopted country.
The Cathedral School Alumni Association would not be in existence if it were not for Rocky. At every gathering of his former students he
would bring up the need for forming an Association to give back. After one too many of those talks, we did. And look at us now!
Thank you Rocky for never giving up. Thank you for never forgetting those in need, for bringing in your family and friends to help, for being
a teacher, mentor, guardian and more to your students and for being friend and family to so many others.
Most of all we thank your mom for her vision and your family for sharing you with us. May God continue to bless you!
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First Visit to the Archbishop Michael K. Francis Achievement Awards Banquet

By Mrs. Glendy Junius-Reeves
As a graduate of Cathedral High School, I am familiar with Bishop Francis and all of his initiatives and accomplishments with the entire Catholic Archdiocese in
Monrovia, Liberia. However, I have never been to any of the Awards Dinner programs. Fortunately for me last year, I was invited to the 2016 Archbishop
Awards program as a guest of Maureen Sieh, one of the honorees.

Communicating with the organizers of the program was very prompt and effective. The process of presenting an Ad for the honoree and purchasing our tickets
for the Dinner was clear and concise. The ticket master site was user friendly and it made the process easy.

The event was held at a location that was easily assessable, with many lodging facilities close by; however, where we stayed was a bid pricy but elegant.
The Dinner was conducted in a well-organized manner, with an MC (Ms. Rillette Hammond) who was interactive and very much engaged with the crowd. The
honorees, from what was observed, were all deserving of the awards. The food was great and served warm.

My favorite part of the event was the party time; it was lots of fun, with the ‘Grand March’ being the best led by Mr. Stephen Tolbert.
Because of my attendance at this highly successful program, I am presently working along with my University’s Alumni association to implement a similar
program and plan to attend yearly this awards program.
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 Village News
The Other Raffle Winners

Let's thank the Sapient Class of 1992 for the $500 science lab
donation presented at the MD 2016 Convention, demonstrating
their steadfast support for their alma mater and efforts initiated
by the Cathedral School Educational Foundation

Congratulations to former DC Chapter President, Wilmot
N. Adekoya, who received his PhD in Public Policy &
Administration and released his 2nd book: Between
Love in New Kru Town (click the direct link here
at www.amazon.com)

The Sapient Class also won the 1st prize (Liberian quilt
provided by Sister Mary Laurene Brown) in our 2016
National Raffle.
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 What’s Good #OGANGS?
By Dorsla Farcathy
We have not heard much from Ogangs in recent years but the class of 89 has
quietly been active in ways that you may not have known about. Apart from
the upcoming class reunion set for June of 2017, Ogangs has been involved in
other well placed activities.
OGANGS DONATE TO THE CATHEDRAL CATHOLIC HIGH
SCHOOL
The Organized Group of Anticipated New Generation of Students or “Our
Goals Are Now Gaining Strength” otherwise known as OGANGS for short
organized themselves in June 2012 for the sole purpose of trying to assist
their alma mater. Owing true to their name, the group was able to mobilize
resources amongst members and made a presentation of toiletries,
disinfectants, soap, clocks and other usable items to the school on 10
September 2012. The cost of these items was estimated to be in the
neighborhood of 1,500 USD. These items were presented during the school’s
regular devotion hour, in the presence of the students, faculty and support
staff of the school.
In separate remarks, the Principal of the school and the student body were
overly grateful for the donation and promised to use them for the intended
purpose. On behalf of the OGANGS class of 1989, the President of the Class Madam Martina Kollie-Kolo used the occasion to express thanks and appreciation
to the staff of the school for the sacrifices and to assure them of the continued support of the class during the next academic year. Similar donations were made
in 2013 and 2015 respectively and the class has now seen this as a regular yearly commitment of providing these items to the school.
OGANGS PROVIDED SCHOLARSHIP TO KIDS OF FALLEN COLLEAGUE
The OGANGS class the death of one of its members in person of Patience Hooke Matadi who passed in 2011 has succeeded in assisting with scholarship
opportunities for the kids of the fallen colleague to continue in school. Through the effort of members of OGANGS, two of the daughters were placed on the J.J.
Roberts Educational Foundation Scholarship and were assured that once they continue to make the grades, they would retain the scholarship. To date, the
oldest daughter has graduated from High School and pursuing her ambitions through college while the other one graduated a year ago. The father of the kids
expressed his thanks and appreciation to the group in one of its regular meeting and promised to always keep the group updated with regular information
about the kids.
OGANGS PARTAKE IN EBOLA INITIATIVE
In March of 2014, Liberia was engulfed with the deadly ebola disease which caused the death of thousands of lives and crippled the Liberian economy. While
the fight against the deadly disease became a national phenomenon, the soldiers willing to take on this battle were few due to the deadly nature of the disease.
In the midst of the difficulties faced by the country at the time, the OGANGS Liberia was able to organize itself and with assistance from the Laymah Bowie
Foundation trooped to various communities to distribute disinfectants that were necessary for the fight against the ebola virus disease. It was a wonderful
initiative and Liberians are proud of the OGANGS for taking up the mantle to provide service to the people of Liberia.
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 What’s Good #OGANGS? cont’d
Great thanks to the Ogangs family in Monrovia.
Some of the active members are:
Martina Kollie-Kolo
Robert J Pettiquoi
Boima Williams
Emmanuel Cee
Charles Umehai
Nimene Nagbe
Richard Montgomery
Theresa Savice

Momodou Hoff
Claudia Page-Cephas
Varmuyan Sheriff
Garrison Mcborrough
Addmarus Anderson
Dorsla Farcarthy
Youn Siaway
Williamena Williamson
Naigee Saide
Henrietta Morgan
Musu Massaquoi
Sam George Fazzah

Franklyn Johnson
Franklin Badio

CLASS OF 89, CATHEDRAL COMPANY C, NATIONAL FLAG DAY PARADE OF 1986
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
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 US Embassy Program
This is a relay of a message from the United States Embassy in Monrovia

U.S. Embassy Monrovia, Liberia added 2 new photos:
In their second monthly interaction, students from the Cathedral Catholic High School in Monrovia speak with students from the Collins Hills High School in
Atlanta, Georgia about the differences in their education systems, what a typical school day is like, and how they spend their free time. The project envisions
having monthly interaction between the students on pre-selected themes.
https://www.facebook.com/monrovia.usembassy/
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 Atlanta Convention Information

!!! SEE YOU IN ATL !!!

Visit csaa-national.org to get your convention package ahead of your trip.
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